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ASU Graduates

Angelo State University has graduated 50,818 students since its inception in 1965 as a four-year institution. These students have received associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate’s degrees. The first master’s degrees were conferred on August 17, 1972. The first doctorate’s degrees were conferred on May 12, 2012. Since 1965, 203 doctorate’s degrees, 7,951 master’s degrees, 38,889 bachelor’s degrees and 3,775 associate degrees have been awarded.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The academic gowns, caps and hoods worn at commencement ceremonies date back to the early days of the oldest universities in the Middle Ages. Monks, scholars and clerics wore them to keep warm in the damp, drafty and unheated buildings. The traditional academic regalia have been revised to the modern dress you see today.

The cut of the gown, which is usually black, also varies with the degree held. The bachelor’s gown is worn closed, reaches between 8 and 10 inches from the floor, and has long pointed sleeves from which the arms exit at the wrist. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed and has long pointed sleeves closed at the end with the forearm coming through a slit near the elbow and the flowing sleeve extending down the thigh. While the bachelor’s and master’s gowns have no ornamentation, the doctor’s gown is fullest in cut and may also be worn either open or closed. It is distinguished by the velvet panels down the front and around the neck and full, bell-shaped open sleeves with three velvet bars. This velvet trimming may be either black or the color distinctive of the field of learning.

The black cap, or mortarboard, originated at Oxford. However, other universities may use other types of caps which are legitimate for wear in any American processional when the individual holds his doctoral degree from one of these institutions. The tassel is customarily worn on the left. Men may remove their caps during the prayer, the playing of The National Anthem and the alma mater.

Among the faculty and administration, the gold tassel on the cap indicates the doctoral degree. The white tassel on the cap is for the Master of Arts, the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of General Studies; drab, the Bachelor and Master of Business Administration, and Master of Professional Accountancy; light blue, the Master of Education; brown, the Bachelor of Fine Arts; pink, the Bachelor of Music Education; peacock blue, the Master of Public Administration; gold-yellow, the Bachelor and Master of Science; apricot, the Bachelor and Master of Science in Nursing and Associate in Applied Science in Nursing; and teal, the Doctor of Physical Therapy.

The color of the velvet edging on the hood indicates the level of the degree earned by the individual. Hoods are worn by holders of the master’s and doctoral degrees. The master’s hood is three-and-a-half feet long and the doctoral hood is four feet long. The velvet trim on the exposed edge of the hood is three inches wide for the master’s and five inches wide for the doctoral degree. The colors of the satin lining of the hood indicate the college or university that granted the degree. The colors for Angelo State University are royal blue and gold.

Hood trim colors signifying various fields of learning, which you may see today, include:

- Agriculture - Maize
- Arts, Letters, Humanities - White
- Accountancy, Business - Drab
- Economics - Copper
- Education - Light Blue
- Engineering - Orange
- Fine Arts - Brown
- Journalism - Crimson
- Kinesiology - Sage Green
- Law - Purple
- Library Science - Lemon
- Music - Pink
- Nursing - Apricot
- Oratory (Speech) - Silver Gray
- Philosophy - Royal Blue
- Physical Therapy - Teal
- Public Admin - Peacock Blue
- Public Health - Salmon Pink
- Security Studies & Criminal Justice - Yale Blue
- Science - Golden Yellow
- Social Work - Citron

ACADEMIC HONORS

Baccalaureate honor graduates who have completed the residence and grade point average requirements for earning a degree are distinguished in the program with an asterisk by their names. Those graduating *cum laude: 3.50 to 3.69 (overall grade point average); **magna cum laude: 3.70 to 3.89; and ***summa cum laude: 3.90 to 4.0.

Alpha Chi and Phi Kappa Phi are national honor societies organized to recognize and promote scholastic excellence. These societies extend invitations for membership to students whose GPA ranks in the top 7.5% of the junior class and students whose GPA ranks in the top 10% of the senior class. In addition, Phi Kappa Phi extends an invitation to graduate students with at least 18 graduate hours whose GPA ranks in the top 10% of all graduate students.

Alpha Chi and Phi Kappa Phi are national honor societies organized to recognize and promote scholastic excellence. These societies extend invitations for membership to students whose GPA ranks in the top 7.5% of the junior class and students whose GPA ranks in the top 10% of the senior class. In addition, Phi Kappa Phi extends an invitation to graduate students with at least 18 graduate hours whose GPA ranks in the top 10% of all graduate students.

The gold cords adorning the regalia of some of the graduates represent those achieving summa cum laude, magna cum laude or cum laude distinction. The green and blue honor medallions adorning the regalia of some of the graduates and faculty represent membership in the Alpha Chi National Honor Society. The white and blue honor medallions adorning the regalia of some of the graduates and faculty represent membership in the Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society. Other academic honor societies may provide cords, medallions, ribbons or pins designating the achievement of their members.
The Angelo State University Alumni Association offers an integral link between former students of San Angelo College, Angelo State College and Angelo State University with their alma mater. Association financial support provides a number of worthwhile enhancements for the university, outstanding patronage for ongoing student activities, and student scholarships. The social goals of the association are to create a viable career network for fellow members and to further enrich the reputation of the school.

Some of the most recent Angelo State University graduates are the sons and daughters of alumni who graduated when the college first gained its four-year degree status. Their parents are alumni who attended the college when it was accredited as a two-year school. Significantly, a very high percentage of the university’s alumni claim that if they were to have to make their decision again as to what university they would attend, they would not alter their choice.

All former students are encouraged to help forge the connection between the university, students and other alumni adopting this motto, “Proud of the Past, Part of the Present, Planning the Future.”

**ALUMNI COIN**

Upon receiving a degree, each new graduate is presented with an Angelo State University commemorative bronze coin, compliments of the ASU Alumni Association.

The face of the coin prominently features the University Seal with the ASU motto “Fiat Lux,” Latin for “Let there be light,” over a lamp of enlightenment. The lamp rests on a book, representing knowledge, and both are flanked by laurel branches to signify success. The crowning element of the inner medallion is a five-pointed star representing the State of Texas. These components are encircled by an outer ring listing the university name and the institution’s founding year, 1928. The reverse side of the commemorative coin displays a representation of the LeGrand Alumni and Visitors Center, headquarters of the ASU Alumni Association, and an enduring symbol to all graduates that they will forever have a home at their alma mater. Made possible by the gifts of hundreds of alumni, the LeGrand Center is the welcoming gateway for all graduates and friends of ASU to remain connected with the university.

**OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY CLASS RING**

Each gold ring symbolically captures the uniqueness of Angelo State University. The top of the ring boldly represents the university seal with the school motto “Fiat Lux,” or “Let there be light,” encircled by the university name and founding year, 1928. One side of the ring shows the State of Texas with a star marking our fair city, San Angelo. Below that, the branch of oak represents hospitality, endurance and triumph — all vital aspects of life at Angelo State. On the other side, our mascot Dominic, a burly Rambouillet Ram, symbolizes strength, courage and an intense resolve, especially when the going is rough.

The Official Ring is engraved inside with the words “Continue the Quest.” “The Quest” represents one’s ability to soar beyond the shackles of ignorance and misconception into a new life of freedom and accomplishment.

Students wear the ring with the school name facing them. Upon the granting of degrees at commencement, graduates turn the ring around, with the name facing outward. This symbolizes that the graduate is now ready to face the world.
**HONORS PROGRAM**

The Angelo State University Honors Program provides academically talented and motivated students with enhanced educational opportunities both inside and outside the classroom. Students are invited to join the Honors learning community based on their SAT/ACT test scores, high school graduating class rank and demonstrated extracurricular involvement. Students admitted into the Honors Program must maintain a 3.25 GPA and actively engage in program activities.

Students graduating with Highest University Honors (††) completed a minimum of 18 semester credit hours of Honors coursework plus an Honors thesis, while those earning High University Honors (†) completed only the 18 semester credit hours of Honors coursework.

**SYMBOLS OF AUTHORITY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT**

**The Mace**

The University Mace was designed by a committee composed of faculty, students and staff in 1995. Crafted of native woods, the mace features a white oak orb with inlaid carvings in mesquite of a Rambouillet Ram, the columns of the Porter Henderson Library and Twin Buttes, highlighted with a Concho Pearl. A double-sided bronze casting of the university seal is mounted atop the orb and a cast bronze cylindrical collar with polished bronze raised letters spelling out Angelo State University, Angelo State College and San Angelo College forms the base of the orb.

The native pecan for the staff of the four-and-a-half foot mace comes from joists of Fort Concho. The carvings are the artistic work of Dr. Judith Hakes, a retired member of the university’s education faculty and an accomplished wood carver. The actual construction of the mace was accomplished by Bobby Peiser, retired Angelo State University campus security director, known for his skills as a craftsman with fine woods. Special acknowledgements go to Nathan’s Jewelers for the gift of the Concho Pearl and to Janette M. Sloper for casting the metal used in the mace.

**The Medallion**

The Medallion, symbolizing the authority of the president, was designed by a committee composed of staff members. It is worn by the president at official university ceremonies. The Medallion measures four-and-a-fourth inches in diameter and bears the university seal. It is cast in 14 karat gold plated over brass metal with blue and white resin enamel. Presented by the Angelo State University Ex-Students Association, February 1996, is engraved on the back. Eleven identical one-and-a-half inch medallions, one bearing the name of the current president and ten bearing the names of past presidents or interim presidents, embellish the gold chain which supports the medallion. The presidential medallions alternate with eight white medallions with the representation of a ram’s head. The casting of the medallion was done by Janette M. Sloper of Sloper Jewelry Co., Inc., in San Angelo.
LIST OF MASTER CANDIDATES
COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

MASTER OF ARTS
Major in Curriculum and Instruction:
Thomas Joseph Bedrick
Kelsa Leenette Cowden
Jill Marie Fox
Julie Gray
Sarah Elizabeth Hallock
Bryce Jacob Henderson
Mattie Jane Hill
Poonam J. Hiray
Kristopher Dallas Lomas
Leslie Bayouth Milford
Trang Nguyen
Candy Parrish
Jon Charles L. Tenbusch
Cara B. Teyah
Claudia Mikelson Trevizo

Major in English:
Garrett Barnum
Anna Judith Marquardt

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Major in Business Administration:
Kolson Ashley
D’Andra Marie Avila
Zachary Adrian Balderas
Jennifer Liane Baldwin
Emily Rebecca Bliss
LaTrelle Annette Bolding
Macey Layne Boyd
Barry Matthew Brodnax
Paolo Caffari
Mattie A. Cochran
Jamie Qin Couch
Jhonnatan Del Rosario Fernandez
Kiante Lindell Douglas
Richard Lee Duarte Jr.
Andrew P. Edwards
Antoinette LaShae Florence
Leddy Noble French II
Destinee Ann Gamez
Stephanie Gail Gannaway
Matthew David Hardegree
Meagan Nicole Harris
Ansley Anthony Harris II
Nicole Adrianna Henderson
Dominique Jamal Henry
Jennifer Hinds
Christopher James Houston
Dana Hughes
Sarah Ikle
Janeva Alexandra Key
Paul A. Kinsey
Thalia Macarena Lopez
Pete Madrid Jr.
Rylee Lynn Martin
Rollins Edmond Barnes Mayfield
Catlin Leigh McCune
Madlyn Suzanne McEnrue
Melvin Gene Mitchell
Donald Edward Mullett
Davella Louise Philipp
Jake Gilbert Ray
Justin Elijah Rhodes
Wesley Aaron Richardson
Christopher Scott
Odellie Skinner
Ryan Keith Thurgood
Tulani Milan Tolley
Stephanie Jerae Valderrama
David Matthew Vignes
Eduardo Erasmo Villareal
Tracie Michelle Watkins
Kassidy Wilkinson
Kaleb Emanuel Watkins
Elizabeth York
Aaron Jonathan Zarbo
Wei Zhang

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Major in Coaching, Sport, Recreation, and Fitness Administration:
Roger Karl Copland
Jordan Gibson
Addison L. Herbert
Annette Dorothea Morton
Trevor Spencer

Major in Educational Administration:
Nicole Catoire
Denise Yvonne Garcia
Morgan Chandler Hall
Jacob Hand
Star Joe'Shell Lampkin
Kristen Kae Salerno

Major in Guidance and Counseling:
Sarah Anne Alton
Lauren Brooks Bell
Whitney Anne Cox
Julie F. Davis
Katia Del Valle
Alma Flores-Cook
Kelly Nicole Foerster
Kendall Shea Fougerat
Rosanne Gray
Elisa Guevara
Maria Estela Guzman-Pina
Kalycia Bashay Harrell
Brittney Alyse Hervey
Crystal S. Hinchant
Geraldine B. Ironbar
Megan Kellner
Rachel Ann Lindner
Christina Elise Loy
Suellen Sabas Lumbreras
Mayra Mancera
Abigail M. Mansin
Morgan Donley McWilliams
Gladys Gabriela Moreno-Pando
Miranda Alaine O'Neal
Chelsey Alyse Payne
Jennifer Ready
Lauren Salazar
Nicole Shirley
Jaycee Lane Stewart
Hannah Stinson
Courtney Lynn Tullia
Kenedy Claire Urbany
Kiera Nicole Wallace

Major in Student Development and Leadership in Higher Education:
Karen Camacho
Katie Elizabeth Ferguson
Karla J. Gonzalez
Lorena Madrid Marin
Carolina Miranda
Takyrna Renea Morgan
Taytum Leigh Morris
Jeremy Grant Norrell
Leandra Pope
TiEria K. Reeves
Nichole Renee Stricker
Katherine Vasquez

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY

Major in Professional Accountancy:
Ashley Ann Bargsley
Jezreel Robin Shrader

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Major in Animal Science with Thesis:
David Ryan Kennedy
Thesis Title: The Effects of Increasing Concentrations of Total Dissolved Salts on Halophyte Establishment, Growth and Nutritional Quality
Clinton James Smith
Thesis Title: Increasing Acceptance of Willow Baccharis by Goats

Major in Applied Psychology:
Bailee Pearl Broddrick
Keeley Dee Simpson Grant
Rachael Colleen McCloskey
Jason Charles Topping
Charles Levi Wright

Major in Biology:
Nathanial Redic

Major in Counseling Psychology:
Rachael Annemarie Lindberg
Emily Raye Marks
Makayla Morris

Major in Counseling Psychology with Thesis:
Courtney Amber Shields
Thesis Title: How Juvenile Recidivism Is Influenced by Trauma and Counseling: A Meta-Analysis

Major in Criminal Justice:
Danielle Fay Crowder
William David Hoglund Jr.

PARTicipating in a commencement ceremony does not certify graduation nor confirm a degree. All academic requirements must be complete and on file before diplomas are awarded.
LIST OF UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES
ARCHER COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jada P. Aguilar***
Zoie Brooke Benitez
Isiah Clark
Alena Bernadette Lara
Yesenia Villanueva
Grace Virginia Jean White*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dajuan M. Adkinson
Gabriel Leonardo Alvarado-Pereyra†
Chelsea Rae Avila
Kaci Alayne Bales
Caitlyn R. Barnett
Elizabeth Ann Boyd
Shakeria Delois Burleson
Kelsey Lynn Carr
Rachel Phyllis Carter
Roman Casias
Brianna Castillo
Kaylee Beth Cope
Cameron Alexander Cross
Elisabeth Nicole Davenport*
Kayci Sue Davis
Stacia G. Emfinger
Teanna Rae Evans
Dominique Celeste Flores
Beatris Aurora Molina Franco
Patricia Leilani Javon French
Aleya Rae Garcia*
Carolina Garcia
Juan Jose Garcia
Steven Henry Garlock
Stephanie Michelle Grijalva
Evie Maria Guevara
Alexis Hare
Kelsey Fisher Harris
Alexis Faith Hering
Emily Rayne Holden**
Bryce Hoffman Kennedy
Kimberly Nicole Lara**
Joanna Estela Leos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
HEALTH SCIENCE PROFESSIONS

Rylee Shea Crawford***
Laura De La Cruz
Heather Joy Dragland**
Dorcas Iriagena
Ayza Shavaun McAdoo*
Mikala Elia Perez
Crespin Reyes III
Monique J. Roberts
Jose Edgar Romero Solis
Yaslin Olivia Ruedas*
Jade Elizabeth Tai Spain**
Breanna Renee Treviño**
Thomas W. Wells
Octavioya Ryana Williams

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS
AND SCIENCES

Brianna Nicole Contreras***

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Juan Tomas Alvarez
Zoe Apodaca
Christian Narishige Clark*
Brady Silas Coben*†
Nixie Rose Senupe Cobler
Jared Anthony DeFelice***
Lydia Nicole Dillon**†
Jarred Austin Escobedo
Amanda Nicole Evans
Thomas John Flannery, II
Austin Matthew Carreon Garcia
Chase Richard Garcia
Olivia Lucille Marie Guajardo
Erin Lee Haley
Robert Hamilton
Arleen Janine Herrera
Heather Lauren Hodges
Valuree Renee Hood
Bridgett Ann House
Isaiah Sa‘Dante Jones
Sierra McKenzie Jouett

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
NURSING

Elizabeth Avila Carrillo
Madelynn Rae Bahlman
Courtney Kay Barnhill
Trisha Barron
Aram Borrego
Bridgett Ann Cadenhead
Kayla Christine Chisum Ragsdale
Jacy Alane Clark
Micheala Elise Clark
Bianca Renee Costilla*
Lauren Michelle Crowe
Emily Engel
Emily Katherine Espinosa
Lindsey Denae Fentress
Cheyenne Marie Fullington
Angelica Lizette Galvan
Delani Michelle Graham
Debra Brooke Hefner***
Camryn L. Hendley*
Sierra Dawn Hicks
Lauren Kypfer
Amanda Remington Langford
Brianna Michelle Lathers
Kathy Lisson
Audrey Nicole Lopez
Tierra Mace
Mikayla Lynn McIntosh
Kathryn Lee McReynolds
Melanie Diane Meeks
Bailey Breanne Mikulencak*
Rochelle Norris
Arianna Lynn Pacheco
Jillian Bernadette Petitjean
Caitlin Marie Ritter
Lisa Michelle Sanford
Katherine Renee Sharp
Brooke Deann Sherman
Laura Stallings**
Victoria Lee Stover
Alexa Love Sykes
Kaylee Weaver*
Christopher De’Von Williams
Sean Christopher Landers
Dustin Ray Langston*
Austin Long
Devin Oshae Maddox
Natalie Mancha
Mylah May
Paige Nowell
Robert Shane Oliphant
Beatrice Osongo
Josue Angel Palazuelos
Liliana Perez*
Jordan Raquel Ramirez
Brooke Ann Roberts
Nydia Anastasia Rodriguez
Clarissa Chloe Ruiz
Skyler Jaxon Sheppard
Sidney Marie Timmer***
Amber Celeste Vasquez**
Brian Keith Webster
William Walker Whitten
Taylor Victoria Woodard

BACHELOR OF BORDER SECURITY
Christopher Roy Fisher***

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Tairon Daniel Bryant
Adriana Maria Carranco
Tyler Garrett Cole
Destiny Crane
Harley Dee Kendall*
Samantha Renee Luevano-Marrero
James C. Smith

BACHELOR OF INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYSIS
Michelle Y. Brooks***
Cassandra Leigh Haymond
Bernard Clifford Humphreys, IV**
Lucas Illig**
Tyler Scott Johnson***
Hannah Lea Minor
Michael Terry Peak***
Chance Edward Clayton Pettrey**
Alison Patricia Smallwood

BACHELOR OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Chase Allen Averette
Kyle Bristow
Alle Anne Brittain
Erik Carrizales
Brian Nicholas Carter
Lyric Lynn Nicole Chapman*
Justin Edwards
Joshua Lee Elvir
Abel Garcia
Melody Rose Gelsomino
Taylor Mae Gonzales
Mary Allison Harris**
Dionne Lane Hill
Melinda Danielle Holder
Christian Horak
Ryan Luker
Rodney Ray Mejia
Macy Ann Moreno
Angel Rodriguez
Ivan Rodriguez
Catara Deshae Samuel
Aaron Santellano
Devin Gonzales Sauceda
Gehrig Brooks Scott
Raegan Michelle Strain
Deandre Wade

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
James LaMont Allen**
Arielle Renee Gaither
Simone Elizabeth Hutchison**
Kiefer Lynn Pulis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Shaylah Aspen Hullum
Amber Sharee Kuehner
Allana Renelle McCoy
Shaelin McCoy**
Madeline Nicole Moreno**
ShelbyLynn Martin Quintana*
Pamela C. Rabb
Sabrina Rae Rackley
Katherine Eileen Ramirez*
Laci Jade Rathmell

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Kaitlyn Brooke Reddin
Makaya Kathaleen Rich**
Byanca Sanchez****
Katelynn Ann Savell
Kylie Dawn Smith
Elaina Ruth Tobey**
Tiffany Nicole Vandergriff**
Alex-Andrea Noel Wills

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
McKinsey Nikole Anderson
Janet Becerra***
Carrington Tyler Burnett
Clay Scott Chasteen
Elizabeth liiana Chavez**
Maci Zo Coleman
Orville Worthmore Davis IV*
David Ruben De Los Santos
Clifton A. Dey
Christopher Hays Dickinson

COLLEGE OF SECURITY STUDIES
Zachary Louis Bronkhost
Tamiqueta Shenay Brown
Tyler William Cyrus**
Nicholas James Escobar
Maria Fernanda Munoz***
K′Leigh Michelle Page
Uriel Chavez Resendiz
Ashleigh Nicole Robinson
Elias Mel Ezechiel Brown Salcido***
Makayla Kenzie Simonton*
Chandler Michael Thompson

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
La′Ta′Jah Alexander
Angelica Rene Arocha
Sergio Flores***
Cassidy Jade Fry
Jordan Marie Gonzalez
Victoria Elizabeth Gonzalez
Arica Faith Gray
Hannah Maeve Helms

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Autumn Lee Lange**
Minsu Shin
Samantha Sosa

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Hannah Victoria Allen*

Jake Douglas Dusek*
Tatum Ann Faris
Shane Alan Flint
Reagan M′Kay Fontenot
Dyson Lane Gallien
Jerry Nathaniel Galvan
Jonathan Wade Garcia
Eduardo Garcia Duran
Levi Jacob Glover
Nickolas Sloan Gutierrez
Christopher Austin Habecker**
Carl William Bass Hamilton
Kyra Shay Hammond
Sarah Leann Harris
Justin R. Hayes
Britney Paige Hays**
Brett Harrison Hedden
Conrado Jimenez Jr.*
Blake Alan Jonas*
Dustin Lynn Jones
Macye Jynn Kirkland
Kassidy Ann-Marie Kypfer
Destiny Aurora Martinez
Mariah Ann Martinez
Esmeralda Rebecca Mena
Adrianna Luz Mendez
Tanya Mendoza Moctezuma
Hagen Ryan Montgomery
Kaitlyn Marie Neely

Thoa Xuan Hoang Nguyen**
Tuan Thanh Nguyen**
Ugonna Oparaochaew
Alexis Nicole Perez
Fernando Mizado Perez
Claire Victoria Pickett
Shan Michael Pinson
Justin Levi Reed
Aaron Seth Riggs
Alexis Alfredo Rosas
Thomas Anthony Sanders
Kyle Astor Schaper
Gabriel Neil Shotton
Ysabel Neil Soliz
Holden Brandt Stoute*
Kiana Thomas**
Tiani Laurissa Tovar
Dustina Lee Ann Vinson**
Jason Shane Watson*

Ethan Todd Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Branch Coleman Alley
Damon Lee Butterfras
Nicholas George James Gillett
Jake Marliie Gravell
Taylor Ann Hoelscher*
Tyler Ray Kornegay*
Nora Cindy Lopez Morales
Nicholas Manrique
Maria Esther Ochoa
Erica Noel Ortiz
Patrick Perales

NORRIS-VINCENT COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Patricia Anajao Abarca
Justin Scott Ary
Brianna Ruth Banda
Samuel M. Beach
Marlie Alexandria Blalock
Parker Theron Bramlett
Jyrin Javon Brazelle
MaiLeAna Noelle Bruce
Katherine Marie Burton***
Michel Byamungu
Amber Rose Carr**
Omar Cervantes
Thai Duong Dang
Ryan Grayson Darnell
Landis De La Garza
Dung Quang Dinh
Miya Shayma El-Masri
Nicholas Lee Ellisor
Seth-Michael J. Fairconeture
Princess Michelle Ann Fiel-Murphy
Zeke Joshua Galindo**
Zachary Ray Gaspar
Keifer James Gilbreath
Jess Adron Gonzales
Ryan Andrew Grantham**

Chloe Chere Grasty*
Richard Luke Guerra
Kathy L. Hall
Erick Hernandez-Santillana
Lloyd Howard III
Adam Blake Husband
Andres Felipe Ibargunu Andrews*
Andrea Losloso Imatani
Jacob Dean Jenschke III
Eric Denton Kiefer
Michelle Leann Kimble**
Zachary T. Kuehler
Hunter Troy Kyle
Mason Alan Lane
To Nhu Le**
Daniela Ramirez Martinez
Mayra Anyssa Martinez
Alexis Cheyenne Mayfield
Dane Edward McElrath
Cameron J. Mendiala
Harley Deenae Merrill***
Morgan Jade Miller**
Charles Allen Moody III
Delaney Macrae Naughton
Jacob Stephen Neal
Trang Mai Nguyen
Andrew Brady Ochello

Anthony Olivaeres Esparza***
Nina Abril Pallarese
Yahaira Gisselle Paredes
Faith G. Parish-Crockett
Christopher Todd Payton
Jaime Castillo Perez
Amanda Lynne Petterson*
Guadalupe Reyes III
Jose Angel Rodriguez Jr.
Marlee Rene Sanchez*
Benjamin Ford Rojo Settle
Andrea Estefania Silva Gomez**
Brady Allen St. Johns***
Katelyn Leann Stallworth
Jason Darryl Strickland
Travis Parker Tadlock**
Alisa Grace Talley
Alize D. Thomas
Cameron Anthony Tondre
Annie Thao Tran***
Obedianiso Virtue Ughanze
Jade Alexia Vaughn
Austin Weed
Ryan Robert Woods
Alex Reid Zipper
Eddy Zuniga-Sanchez

Participating in a commencement ceremony does not certify graduation nor confirm a degree. All academic requirements must be complete and on file before diplomas are awarded. Honors designations for fall candidates are based on work completed prior to Fall 2020.

*        cum laude
**       magna cum laude
***      summa cum laude
††       highest university honors
†        high university honors
In Time to Come
Angelo State University Alma Mater

Raymond Carter

In time to come when we shall speak of Angelo State University, Then

let us raise our voices in praise, of the Truth we seek to set us free. In

time to come when our ideals shall be come reality, Then

let us praise thee, Alma Mater, Angelo State, University!